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COMMENT
AT A TANGENT
An Editorial View
What's in an attitude? Probably more than you think.
It is attitudes that make us what we are-they are our
greatest strength, and our greatest weakness. Too often,
attitudes are easily developed and become difficult to
change, especially when of long standing.
When they
become narrow prejudices, as they do al I too often, it can
only be regretted that they should continue to prevent
us from seeing things as they really are.
For example, there is an attitude to school meals,
which is almost traditional amongst school children.
It
encourages us to joke about what we are offered at lunchtime. Even when tolerantly received, such jokes usually
reveal only criticism and often hide the truth. What are
the grounds for such criticism ? The crowded conditions ?
But these are not the fault of the dinner- ladies. The noisy
chatter? We all know who is responsible for that. In short,
we suggest that all critics of school dinners would do well
to reconsider the conditions, financial and otherwise, under
which they are produced.
This attitude extends to almost all that the school
offers. Do we truly appreciate these opportunities? Since
our education is paid for only indirectly and in part by our
parents, are we not simply accepting without gratitude
what appears to be a free offer ? How many of us have
stopped to think about this? How many realise that it
costs the L.E.A. about £125 to provide a year's education
for· each one of us (hands up the boy who said he'd rather
have the £125 !) and that does not include either the
government's contribution or the amount spent on buildings!
This attitude is reflected in our thoughtless treatment of school property. Books are thrown carelessly about,
scrawled on and dog-eared. It would surely be different if
they belonged to us. And would we treat school furniture
in such a way-like vandals-if it was in our own homes?
To take yet another example of an attitude which resists
the good influence of the School-how difficult is the
school's task in the matter of smoking. The school forbids
smoking and does all in its power to prevent us from doing
so (and never has a school rule been more justified, since
3

the link between. the habit and cancer has been established).
But it is impossible to enforce the school rule during our
leisure time. The recent survey in the " Balshavian " showed
that although only a minority have experienced this unhealthy pleasure, too many of our number reject the school's
advice.
Is it then parental attitudes which
are to blame? This is something we
are not qualified to decide. Of course
we expect parents to be tolerant of,
for example, their children's tastes and
fashions; but some extend this tolerance to the point where they ignore
the school's rules and standards. And
even when this is not the case such
is the pressure on the teenager to
conform with the ideas of the "pop
world '' with its emphasis on ''instant
pleasure,'' that the imparters of more
traditional values, schools and parents
have a task which is now more difficult than ever before.

Press Conference with

The Youth Employment Officer
Mr. W. E. Luccock
Reported by Sandra Bleasdale
What does your work involve ?
We have two main functions: to give vocational
guidance and to administer the National Insurance and
National Assistance Acts.
The latter involve making arrangements to issue
National Insurance Cards to people under 18 taking up
their first employment, paying unemployment benefit and
allowances to the unemployed and providing statistics for
the Minister of Labour which give him a picture of the
employment position in the area.
4

In vocational guidance we offer to people under the
age of eighteen-beyond that if they are still at schooladvice and information on careers to help them choose an
occupation suited to their particular abilities, attainments,
etc. Where required we assist in placing people in suitable
vacancies which are notified to the bureaux by employers.
Do you need any special training to become a Y.E.O.?
It is still possible to start as a junior in a bureau and
after gaining good all- round experience, combined with
study of a suitable course, the Vocational Guidance Diploma for example, to be appointed to a Y.E.O. s post. Like
so many other careers, however, the more usual pattern
now is to recruit people with degrees or social science
qualifications or after a one year's full- time course in
youth employment work-in other words, somebody who
has continued his or her education and taken relevant
training.
What sort of mental qualities are needed ?
I think one of the most important qualities required
is the ability to look at a person or an occupation <?bjectively. This means that one must consciously try to ignore
or make allowances for one's own tastes and prejudices
to always bear in mind that first impressions may be very
misleading. The ability to really listen to other peoples
ideas and opinions is also very essential.
What advice would you give to anyone wanting to follow
your career ?
It is an extremely interesting career but it can be
frustrating at times. Well meant and, I hope, good advice
is not always accepted by the people who seek it. On the
employment side our advice must be tempered by the
opportunities available. There are never sufficient apprenticeships, for example, for the boys who want them. This
is a hard fact which the Service can do nothing about. The
result unfortunately is that a number of our customers
are bound to be disappointed and in some cases tend to
attribute this to some deficiency on our part. On the other
hand the interest of our work which brings us into contact
with all types of employment and schools and offers an
infinite variety of problems more than outweighs the difficulties encountered.
Anyone contemplating entering youth employment
should be prepared to work away from home.
There- is
usually, except in the larger towns, only one Y.E.O. and an
Assistant Y.E.O. in an area so the probability of there being a vacancy near home at the time one is available to
apply is rather small. Similarly, one must be prepared to

move about to gain experience and promotion,
5

Have many pupils clear-cut ambitions or do you have to
bring them down to earth ?

A lot of them are fairly definite about what they
want to be but sometimes without appreciating what their
ambitions involve.
One of our main problems is that
although talks on choosing careers are given a considerable
time before they are due to leave school with a view to
persuading pupils of the need for careful thought and
research many arrive at the vocational guidance with no
knowledge of the career they claim to have chosen. This
tends to take up a lot of the interview time with descriptions of careers which are usually available in the school
careers room.
ls this careless attitude the fault of the parents ?
I think that many parents feel that choosing a careen
is mainly a question of comparing the advantages offered
by different occupations and that the possession or lack
of necessary abilities in their offspring is not so important.
This is not a fault peculiar to parents, however, and as most
adults have only had experience of one or two types of
work it is not easy for them to see careers in a broad perspective. Our aim is, with the help of schools, to impress
upon young people the importance of making a sound
career choice and to provide them with the information and
guidance to do this.
Are there many who do not want to work at all ?
Not very many. There is always a very small number
who never appear to settle in a steady job, but this is due
not so much to a lack of will to work as to an inability to
fit into a situation where concentration and self-discipline
are required. They often have had the same difficulty at
school, and probably at home as well.
Do you get many people with ' A' levels ?
In this area potential Vlth formers are interviewed
and advised by Careers Advisory Officers from County Wall.
Direct assistance from the bureaux is given to the minority
who take up employment at 18 rather than enter training
college or university.
Do you find people with 'A' levels are not interested in
going straight from sch-ool into a career ?
On the whole there is still a strong feeling that the
traditional degree course is the best approach to a career.
Many large organisations, however, are now pointing out
the advantages offered by sandwich type courses where
industry and colleges co-operate to give the student a
balanced course of theory and practical work. It is probable
that for some this is a better approach than the more
concentrated university course and one that wi II bec0me
more popular now that C.A.T.'s can offer a degree.
6

"A SENSE OF DUTY"
''The Pirates of Penzance '
Reviewed by Diane Banks
Neither the make- on their faces nor the
gaily coloured pirate costumes were able to
disguise the nervous tension which was so
apparent even amongst those who were doing
their best to put on a show of nochalance by
lounging against the wall-bars.
Had it not
been for their sense of duty there is no telling
how many would willingly have deserted? But
there they were, committed and involved.
Desertion was unthinkable.
However comfort was at hand. Although
harrassed the prop-girls were performing their
tasks with obvious efficiency. There was widespread satisfaction with the costumes and with
Miss Wallbank's effort to get them exactly
right. The subdued faces of the girls of the
chorus, systematically and delightfully transformed by Miss Bromley and her helpers into
the chocolate-box beauties they were required to be,
gradually relaxed and began to smile.

The robustness of the pi rates' opening chorus belied their earlier. nervousness behind the scenes and their assured
singing and precise movements were a
considerable source of strength to all
concerned. Unfortunately, the quality of
the singing was not always matched bv
that of the dialogue, as in the case of the
openinq conversation following the pirates'
entry. However, this was the only occasion
when fault might have been found with
Ian Veitch whose agreeable voice and
measured lustiness as the pirate king were
well sustained throughout. He was ablv
supported in this by his sentimental
lieutenant Samuel, who was most confidently played by Mr. R. H. May.
un the first night the sparkle of the pirate company

was heightened by the rich voice and wel l- matured Ruth
of Margaret Stephenson, whose passionate and desperate

.
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gestures contrasted greatly with the tingling prettiness of
the Major-General's daughters. Much to everyone's dismay
Margaret developed a septic throat the following day and
for the three remaining performances her part was dutifully
and courageously taken by Susan Bennett, who, besides
showing how a character can change in the hands of two
different people, proved a most able substitute.
Even in
her first performance in this part nervousness and uncertainty scarcely affected her fine singing, an astonishing
feat when we remember that she had only taken over the
part at 10 o'clock that morning.
Frederick, so often reminded of his duty during the
operatta, was memorably portrayed by John Weaver as the
inexperienced pirate-hero torn between his former allegience and his new love. He conveyed the innocence and
uprighteousness of the youth with feeling and, although
his voice was strained and inadequate in parts he was
gaily amusing in the "Paradox
and suitably callous in
his treatment of Ruth.
.
In opposition to the piratical crew the Major General,
his daughter, Mabel, and the rest of his large family offered
a sharp and effective contrast. John Almond as the initially
spry and Jaunty General Stanley showed admirable command
over the difficult articulation required by the proud patter
of " I am the Very Model of a Modern Major General."
His acting was a little stiff in parts, but the impression
which he gave in later scenes of a doddery, pathetic figure
would have been difficult to improve.
The General's daughter Mabel was played with conspicuous excellence and gaiety by
Glynis Prendergast, whose clear
and expressive soprano voice was
more than equal to the part. In
the comparatively minor parts as
Mabel's sisters, Elsie Mylroie as
II

Edith gave a highly individual
performance and Diane Salisbury
as Kate had a voice which comtrasted nicely with her sisters.
The rest of the girls' chorus

including Ann Thompson as the
demure Isabel, were admirably
arranged and disciplined, although
perhaps a little stilted and stifffaced at times.
However their
vivacity appeared more ofte~ than
otherwise and at the end of tine

first act they participated in a

brilliant effusion of colour, har8

many and movement, the success of which was due in no
smal I measure to effective
Cornish '' scenery and the
competent and unobtrusive handling of the lights.
II

This gaiety was transmuted by the stage staff under

Mr. Rigby's directions into an impressive set of blue darkness for the opening of the moon-lit chapel scene which
followed. This proved to be an entirely appropriate setting
for the recurrent sadness of the Act as wel I as for the
exaggerated absurdities of the policemen and their fainthearted pursuit of the pirates.
The policemen, like Frederick, also had their duty
to do, but the deadpan way in which they conveyed their
timidity and buffonery had hilarious results which the audience greatly appreciated. Perhaps some of the goonery was
a little overdone, but the overall impression of reluctant
duty was amusingly displayed. John Blundell especially,
with his exaggerated mimicry and finely controlled voice,
played a Sergeant who, although with an extremely dubious
sense of duty, nevertheless won warm appreciation from
all sides.
The sense of duty which inspired Mr. Black to undertake the musical direction and Mr. Downer to take charge
of the production was, we hope, adequately rewarded by
the very creditable performances from all concerned.
Although they would be the
first to point out that this
was a team effort, it would
not have been so without
them.
Even if it had been a
sense of duty, which had
J' ~
evoked both the first re- Jes
'
sponse and the final effort, {°
there was nothing dutiful
in the warm and spontaneous applause of the
audiences who packed th r(
hall for all four performances.
The
unalloyed
happiness of "The Pirates
of Penzance" with its protzction from reality and its
ild, remote satire demonsi•rated beyond all doubt
that the path of duty can
indeed be a happy one.
o
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so fast ,-why is everryb@f.:ly shouting " run !
enlightenment is sweet-but I will never get
my standard now, never mind-' she who starts last takes
longest' "
usually, run

run !'' aha

By Audrey Crabtree
During the_ past few weeks, what previo.;sl¥ was am
uncluttered horizon has suddenly become Ii ttered wi tin
what we might call "little boxes "-do they belong to
the school or to some alien organisation?
Perhaps they are the beginnings of the new ' wirng '
we have heard so much about but never actually seen.
They could be practice rooms, or even an experirmental
chemistry lab., or it is just possible that they co".J'.d be
plain and simple classrooms. But think of the ago.y of
collecting your regulation navy blue umbrella and wellimgtons _ and _squelching across mud clogged pitches in the
pouring rarn, only to be met at the end by a locked door
and a mrssrng teacher-lost in the mud perhaps ?
These buildings seem to have so many possibilities
they could be used as sixth form common rooms and
studies. On the other hand hidden behind those brick walls
could be Balshaw's private swimming pool supplied with
fresh running water from the brook.
Of course they might be bungalows and
there's a thought !
.
_Sports training is upon us once ag
rng rn<sreasirngly easy to recognise the
the school by the way they groam am
up the stairs, and by the ominous n
as they try to sit down.
None are allowed to escape e
however, arnd it is about two w
memory is still green ...
, _ It was a certaiA Tuesday mor
wnrspere<il prayers f©r rairn, hail
shone brightly, too brightly. A
long forgotten illness having b

maining few sixth formers stoc
room. We seerme<il even more
could hardly restrraim our natural
games lesson. Today we were to r
to get a standard-what could b
down turned grins on our faces and
taken towards the starting poi

I

One final thought on this subject though, is it right
to endanger the successful running of the school by forcing
our prefects to undergo such hard physical exertions ?
The door of the UVI Arts has been swinging backwards and forwards for several years now, and before the
invasion of the painters was suitably recognised by the
symbol of fate No. 13. Very appropriately for a room in
which the 'A' level examinations take place every summer,
and where prefects hold their meetings at soronewhat irregular intervals. It is difficult to say whether it was fate or
just old age that brought a considerable amount of plaster
from the corridor roof directly in front of room 13 early
last term. The puddles of mud formed by this fall have
become quite a hazard to corridor traffic although they
have frequently been cleaned up by the caretaker. Since

the remaining plaster left clinging to the ceiling looks very
precarious it is quite probable that we may be forced to
dig ourselves out ol'iile day soon. When this happens, however, we know w
in rely on the help of our counter parts
in the scie
ic
artrrnemt so safely situated at the other
erad of the
·rri
.
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we stood on the white line and awaited the sig
" Ready steady go I "

''I wonder why everyone is ch

Pickersgill, there must be something
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of course. Shackling
rules of this cannot be

disG:losed to al iel'ils (i.e.

non-members of the Lower Sixth)

bui it is a game, ©r ski©ulc;I I

say competition, based on the

launching of lifeboats. Nutty, n'est-ce pas? Well, so are

we ! The library rrar.i§ withl the strains of
Abide with Me
and II God Save Our Samuel'' and cries of ''Shackles
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They shared out £5OO--and that's not peanuts !
Buit
money is no end in itself: "Of course, money gives you the
power to buy things and do things that were just in the
imagination before."
Accordingly, exact details of what every teenager
should buy are provided-first, by describing what the stars
are buying: "Mick's gone mad on round thin-neck
sweaters . . . Brian raves over a 30 gn. French jacket he
bought at Cecil Gee's ... recently he spent £ 12 buying
eight shirts.'' ; secondly by editorial pontification on what
is
in
Rouge is big right now . . . Use rouge on your
kneecaps in cold weather. It gets rid of those romancekilling blue patches."
Planting desires
11

II

h,ig,
t

11
:

11

Desires are planted and then exploited. Some of the
.

.

'

..

hear of marriage as part ef t"1is Gireamlamd; "Rave
asks,
Could you marry a Stone ?'" and gives a marriageconsultant's advice @n the ideal wives for the Rolling
Stones.
Rejecting the sguares
II

11

11

II

Pop
magazines reflect few permanent values The
only thing that really matters is not to be a square or a
"Fuddy duddy ":
ilihe Beatles would hate to appear
corn." To a great extent, of course, this is a rejection of
dull middle-class conformity: ''What we meed are more
alive and interesting faces." iliroe sad thing is that ''interesting '' means nothing more positive than ''different'';
so in the end they have to clutch at the only reality they
can find in dreamland, the only thing that is inescapably
theirs alone: youth. ''We're young. Youth is on our side.
And it's youth that matters right now."
But it's not really any comfort, for youth is a transitory value that vanish
watch: ''The thing I'm
afraid of is growing ol
·t 0ld and you've
missed i
this pitiful fear
of arowi
I
it
may be),
eamland; but it
11

II

II

II

is an easy task.
ally- all ordinary
them and the
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Book'' says she i:
''Pop' magazines

st in time, suspended from reality.''
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BAL.SHAW"S IN

THE NEWS

The Lancashire Art Exhibition
For the third successive year Balshavians have had
work accepted by the Lancashire Artists' Exhibition. Altogether six items were included in this year's exhibition
which was held at the Harris Art Gallery in March.
The exhibitors were Susan Bennett, with a painting
entitled "Chair Shapes," Barbara Hargreaves, who had
entere'd a monotype "Violence in Nature,'' Judith Platt,
with a collage called "Growth," Margaret Walsh, with
a lino print " Free Form" and Elizabeth Houghton who had
two exhibits, "Townscape," a lino print, and a monotype
"The Ulgliness of Cities."
Also on show was work by Mr. May, a painting '' Faith
Star, Whitby" and a relief w0od carvin@ emti1tlecrl "'.i!Un'e°'I
Bwlll."

S<ihool extensicms.
It is reliably reported that the
extensions to the scmo@I is mow irac
firaarn@ial' es,tir.mates and that buildin
later this year.
This, of course, is 0ml
:
schemes whi
rresult

THE

MID ~

D BANK

-believes that only the ear,ly an<d practicai enc.0u..ragement of
first-class recruits to its serv.ige can produce the large nu.mli;er
of future Managers and senior officials it needs. N@t only is
planned and prngressiv.e ttaining a,vailali>le at every stage, but
today's entrants can also enjoy the benefits of:

Boys and girls with G.C.E. passes at "rf&" 1evel are among those
eligible for leave to assist them in their studies for their professional
qualification-the diploma of the Institute of !Banke.r,s.
~Incidentally," A" lev.el\passes in !English, !Economics and Geography
carry exemptions in the same subjects in Part 1 of the ilbstitutc
Examinations.)

le
· s

im

hi is fi rs-t sta
consisting of physics,

tories and will allevi
sphere. The new block
school, approximately or

into a Special Grade in
1mediately increased to a
dication is coapled with
gualify for "appointed"

c, girls who are prepared to
e :ways as their male colleagues
e same rate and lbe considered
otion to appointed' status-

shelters. Work wi Il be com
J:>lans for further extems1

and additional dining space, and alteratic
structure which will extend amcrl impr.o\te
staff, the library and tme sixtl;i iliorrm.

bility- with its attmdant, sueowadays. If you would like to
ss career opportunities which

Can you dispute it?

tfuead l;,a.nk, please write to:

''Not the least regrettable a,_oect o-f the country's plans, in this
division is the fact that school has been set against school,
each one being forced to fight for survival."
«Mr. R. 'fl. Wilkinson;, 'Evening !Post, MCJrch {f./],t'/v '1196§1).
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Park, Chorley

The Special School
By' Valerie Woods and 'Elaine Saul.

In the midst of so much controversy about selection
it is perhaps salutory to recall that there are some for whom
selection is both neeessarry and desirable.
We refer, of
course, to those for whorm time nerrmal school courses at the
primary as well as the secondary level, are totally unsuitah>le and who require a speciallly €1esignecl course adapted
to their own abilities and interests.
Such children arne of many different kinds and there
are various reasons why they would have €1i'ffic1e1lty in coping
with the routine school courses. In general, however, they
share a slowmess in learning which is as •different from the
average as the grammar school child's quickness in doing
so.

A school wt

r these children is

Astley Park Scl
we vi,

this school which

the borders of
I

g with

large,

ped woodwork
arnd staff had
rprise to them
Sl!lrprised, howby the pupils,
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which we uswally
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in the staff
eachers.
Mr.
the main hall
ice was taken
eight years of
hymn was sung,
ren. Their teacher
1 practising this for

considerable pleasure
mbly we began our tour round the various

'i.li'rawngrille
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it visit was to the reception class. The usual

age
told
for
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is seven years. In this class, the teacher
thing is te c;;reat-e a !friendly atmosphere
id to provide a stimulating environment
want to take an active part Learning

hi
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here is all by doing, and particular attention is directed
towards encouraging ve7b;;!isation, talking about what is being done, putting words inio use, extending vocabulary, so
that children have more words to think with.
We saw them using number rods, matching and sorting them by size and colour, and so beginning to learn
what numbers mean and how they are related to each other.
When the Reception Class teacher feels that a child
is ready for a slightly more formal approach to work the
child moves into the next class, and this system is in
operation throughout the school, the children moving from
class to class as they are ready, rather than all together at
the end of each year.
In Class 2 we found some of the children reading and
we learnt that the school uses the Initial Teaching Alphabet. This is a recent method developed to reduce the complexities of spelling which so often :::reate numerous difficulties for children in the early stages of reading.
The
Initial Teacl,1ing Alphabet has 40 symbols, one for each
sound, and eacn symbol is always pronounced in the same
way.

The teachers have found tlmat the children
this very rreadi ly, and progress and chan
system without difficulty. The memb
very eager s shew us their arithmeti
is
ed such O• ·
a
eminded of
t.
i
e learninc

to take great pleasure in using recipes, AO matter how
simple, and making something themselves. They were very
happy in what they were doing and this seemed to be a
favourite lesson with them, all. In the woodwork room the
boys were all working very industriously. They were making
coffee tables, lamp stands and even toys for their younger
brothers and sisters. They too, were happy in what they
were doing and showed that their attitude towards the
teacher was basically a very friendly one.
Elaine and I were very impressed with the atmosphere
and discipline of the school, both of which are based on
the belief that if the children are happy, and are given
the help and affection they need, they will devel0p a sense
of security and self-confidence through which they are
most likely to make the maximum progress of which they
are capable.
It is some measure of the success of such a school that
not only are its pupils happy, but they are also enabled to
take up useful employment when they leave. However,
the work of
'
@
@
the persistence of
certain at :
community at
ion which often
'fails to obtain
need for special
f certain groups
cessary is that

do our best to

,l!!Jdles, p>articularly
have too frequently
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(The Editors wish to thank the Headmaster and Staff of Astley

al
school. For example,
imount of money and
tea.
also visited the cookery and woodwor

is and

hildren at work in each of these.

irls in

Park School for their kind co-operation.)

:ry room were making sandwich cakes and seemed
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THE SOCIETY QUESTION
By Kathleen Kazer and Jean Toppin
About ten years ago, or even four, societies oc
a very different place in school life than they do
Their role has changed over the years. They were f
a regular feature of the school from the first yea
sixth. Time was created within the school time-ta
Friday afternoon for societies which covered a wi
of interests and numbered about twenty-five. Ev
had to belong to a society, but the more senior f
a wider choice. For the first formers the range w
and several unwilling twelve year olds often four
selves play-reading under a senior mistress's awes
or nervously pretending to be sweet heroines
heroes as rmembers of the junior Dramatic Socie
theless, this system did foster sorme erntlnusias
fields and many looked forward to the last peri
afternoon even naore tham at present.
N
societies arre
er and confine
been welco
is a saver of
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in which the lower sixtl'l are to arrange their own evening,
a film is to be shown and two ether meetings are being
planned. All future activities will be ii'! the dining-mom
rather than the hall, to give a more friendly atmosphere.
What kind of a reception have all these new activities
created ? As there is now no set degma, and attempts have
been made to meet members of other schools, the society
has been welcomed as a rrneans of widening outlooks. Many
feel there is less compulsion and regimentation. By breaking new ground, the society has achieved some enthusiasm,
borne out by good attendances. Many of us would wish to
spend more time participating in it than will l:De possible
in the coming term. The society is generally recognised as
having considerable potential.
Bridge Society
The Sixth f®rm has also responded eagerly to the
Bridge Society, which has
m in existence for only a
short time. There are t
i•
s from both the
science and art sides,
i
iinantly of the
Upper Sixth, naemhierrs
to the Lower

Sixth Science.

veral members

@f the staff, a
come: they d
al
,

ty is very we! visers and are
idvice. This is
il'kinsom-the
ed bridge play.
t first, when
and raise the
arning a game

·

nds more skill
Soc i ety,

e

most
off homework
ool week. We
ia'penny as the

play in P.S.s since
0

ormed

t)

added

ing society makes the
isibly. However, it has
Although this number
nged.
Although only
a week-end in the Lake
'de, and there are fourteen
Easter.
The society was
gether with Mr Shackleton
society is not confined to

has arr

boys,

ceedirngs an

weekend girls outnumbered the
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boys. Members claim there is no danger in mountaineering
and the worst injuries so far have been bruises and stiff
muscles. Sometimes the girls have found the going pretty
tough, especially as the Lower Sixth boys, who mainly make
up the number of boys, seem so fit. In future trips the boys
will concentrate on rock-climbing and the girls on hiking:
all will be staying at youth hostels. We deduce that anyone who undertakes to join a mountaineering society must
be enthusiastic-one cannot drift into rock-climbing. From
our safe stand-point in Room 13 we wish them well !
S.C.M.
Although these societies are limited to the Sixth Form,
there are several others which attract al I years. For example,
there are the S.C.M. and the C.N.D. The S.C.M. has been
in existence for about four years. Most of the
comes from the Fourth Form. This year it is bein
a committee of Lower Sixth girls, under the g ·
Mrs. Theobald. The S.C.M. has a healthy exis
sixty members and it deals with a wide r
relevant to the problems of society. These to
well attended with numbers ranging
hundred, according to the subject.
schools are very popular features and
not participate in other S.C.M. activitie .
a member of staff in charge, and with Mrs
·
e future of the S.C.M. here remains
ft

.

John Weaver. The group seems to have little appeal for
the junior school, which is not surprising, since it deals with
such a grave moral issue. We wonder what will be the
future of this group when the present Upper Sixth leaves.
The Middle School
A constant clamour among fourth and fifth formers
has been about the lack @f a society they can call their
own. Hence the F2 came into being. Tihe object was to
achieve educational amd social enjoyment out of school
hours. It was in fact to be similar to the Sixth Form Society,
giving the same opportunities to widen one's outlook, at
an age when much more time can be spared. The plans
were greeted with great emthusiasrm, as shown by balloting
as to who should go to the cor,;mr,mittee rn'ileetin@s (40% gave
support and the nurmber was rising). After only one event
a theatre visit to Macbetll a number of c;:irel!.lrmistanees
combined to make it impossible for the society to continue.
Chess
Two societies
are the chess socie
had great con,frllict
seen as
weatr.i
bane
er

:

appeal for the juniors,
vciety. The former f>las
a
ince it has been
ts,
weather ( or any
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okes an almost
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h money prizes
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Problems
. Most societies find they are fighting for survival
against _seve_ral exterior pressures. For example, nurrnbers ane
often diminished by conficting activities, particularly sporting fixtures and turnouts. This term with rehearsals of
"Th_e Pirates of Penzan_ce" _it has been almost impossible
to find a suitable meeting time. Frequently memh>errs fimtrl
attendance difficult as a result of living at a consi•€lerra1Dle
distance from the school, which tends to impose a tirrne
limit, especially among the juniors. Financial difficulties too
are a continual source of worry to those who try to run
societies and pupils generally seem to be suddenly short of
money when subscriptions are demanded.

tor, while on the stage some unfortunate member of staff
tries to conduct a_ lesso_m, realising only t00 well the difficulties of contend1mg with the Upper Sixth.
Study is supposed to hie the chief objective of the
radiator-clingersr but this has not been easy im the
presence of: (a) Sharp gusts of wind blowing in from the
window above, thus compelling a shivering soul below to
rise and close it, glaring viciously at tl:-ie " Non Sibi Sed
Aliis II there inscribed. (bj Furtive giggles from 9roups of
lower forms who, 0eing either physically, emotionally or
otherwise unfit, have succeeded in dodging games.
Even more absor0i1n1g are the lunchtime rehearsals for
Pirates of Penzance': the wandering minstrels
assemble themselves around the piano or on the stage,
while up in the §O@s, a few uninvited spectators silently
criticise. Post-prandial activities are no less ~:o>pular, for
'The

Possible solutions
Can an answer be found to these problems or ar
inevitable? Solutions which can be a€lopted inv@lve
p!a:,ning (a frightening word !) For instance if
were arranged well in advance and in corns
others this would perhaps prevent clashes bet
ties. This could also be achieved by greater
would enable this programme t® be
A recogrnition l:':5y members of the
would perhaps make pupils more
tions, particl!llarly if they know ho
uses. Also a general awareness of
nin§ a society must be fostered. To

there is always the chance of seeing
other unfailing distraction or

k and boring afternoons,

es even the members of

a 0evice which, in€i€lemtally,
staff.

the indication that
cue for more

t

is that these things ought
there any real w.ill to try to
members of the s@hool to t
tlhati it is on their efforts a

transformed
€1ern Major-

e
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any school society depends.
1

lid]

ls there any other place in the school whi
such varied interests as the assembly hall ? Inc
that the activities in this place of draughtiness,
and worship are worth looking
When assembly is o:verr,
rraees @f !iii
dignity disappear, as the livel
ipants of t
behind a debris of chairs, which [they think)
be tidied up by tlhe sixfom forrmerrs dl!.lrirng t
studies. Yet as the day progresses, small cluste
arnd prrefects can li>e seen in close proximity to
24

the designers of

scenery at work in tne,ir i;,ain,t-em<m!1ste0 overalls; the art
of finding "whicl, swit@rn b>el©n§S f© wnic.rn light II is an-
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AN OMISSION

To Manchester-Chilton, B. and Milfoy, G. if.
To Bangor-!Vciwtom, m>. F.
To NewcastleHaworth, P,

It is perhaps inevitabie that a school magazine
sets out to avoid boring its readers will tend to concentra
on the rare and exceptional events and to ignore tu
routine and the commonplace.
For the grammar scho
pupil academic success is the natural goal, passes in
examinations are the normal experience, and it is prob
for this very reason that last year's G.C.E. results faile,
find a place in the pages of our January edition.
Of course, we admit, no matterr how routi
commonplace, it is probably wrong to take any
success for granted, for nothing was ever achieved
hard work and those who work hard receive little
praise even at the best of times. And yet, the moti
school magazine which does nothing but sing th
of the school it serves must always be somewhat
Self- praise can rarely be accepted without uesti®n.
In any €ase, it is the editorial pol
lorng I ists of names in the magazine
expensive and often tedious)
ac
·mic
achievements
is of cou
.
.

To Essex-Dickinson, P. T,

To Lancaster-Barr®liil, rl., flliett, W. F., Halliwell, K.,
Gray, M., Lawrie, A. J., and Shorrock, J. P.
Eleven proceedecl to Training Colleges for TeachersK. P. Hargreaves (Kesteven T. C.), J. L. Morris (Yorkshire
College of Housecraft), J. Swarbrick (F. L. Calder College
of Domestic Sciencel, A Bootm, L. Richardson, (Alsager
T. C.), S. M. Baxendale ( ·, • y T. C.}, U. Prescott (City
of Birimingham T. C.), R.
(Edge Hill T. C), Baker,
J., (City of Worcester T.
·shaw, B, R., (Qerby Diocesan T. C.), Watkinson,
Iton-le-Fylde T, C.).
Eight to Techmical Ce
. !Brierley, M. Gent, S,
Harrison, 5. Starr, Eckton,
ivender, S. V IR., (Harris
College, Preston), S. Tarver
.pool Technical College),
Baldwin, P. W., (Wigam an
ill Mining and Technical
College).
And
T.o the lilritaliil@ia R0yal ~aMal e'.ellege, Q)artmouth,
Smith, ill>. J.
ifo
mnced Technology,
Pinder.

B. J. Ainsworth
. Richards.

'ho were entered
rded twenty-one
subjects.
0

r:r.m who reGeived

subjects and 22
of passes was 5}.
formers

thre
rne, R. D. L.

urst, l. and Cox, N,
M.

••rp.Jind, tlhe f/!'a'I/J@uir rp,aM,y w.anre.c/, 1@ gii•e a boost to the public

schools they couldnot have devised a more subtle and effective means of doing so than by comprehensive education.''
(Mr. B. L. Wilkinson, Evening Post, March I Ith 1965).
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With all good wishes
By Margarer and Susan Walsh.
Although it is with regret that we have to reporrt tine
departure of three members of the staff we are at least
happy to be able to offer them our best wishes, and to write
a few words about them.
What follows is a result of our eiiforts to persuade
them to address a few words to the School through the
pages of The Balshavian as well as an attempt to express
our appreciation for what they have done tor the School.
Miss Lewis came to Balshaw's in the middle
e
Spring Terrm of
~ placing a maste

been called to
It was the fi
woma

always raises a laugh when produced.
Miss Lewis is deeply aware of the kiAdl'less shown
to her by the scho@I sinee her accident and that it was this
which enabled her to carry on with her work and to enjoy
it, and through our columns she would like to express her
gratitude to all concerned.
We know that we echo the sentiments of all Bal shavians when we wish Miss Lewis a long and happy retirement, untroubled by illness of any ki1s1d.
Mrs. Theobald j©ined the staff in 196 i and during
this comparatively short
time has succeedec;l im
establishing
an
active ,
S.C.M. group, which, in
addition to regular rrneet- I
ings in School, has attended
c0nferences
Religious themes, arran
with other scr,iools im
area, and she has
helped to devel
er.la

dre
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e

mer views on a
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ide incentive to
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O
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t
tageous, as €®1ili1J1>
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girls dressed as
changes, Carpente
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not alone in our view that her

e sadly missed. We should like
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the roars of laucht

shot of this which was t
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n of the extra help that Mrs
prepared to give to those who
ant giving up her free time.
ard to hearing from the Theo _ • Jl>Y ev,era,t i rn the near fui tl!lre.
• eem a member of staff simce 1960,
mas takern ah active interest in various
i?9

fields of Biology, including conservation oii wild lifo, fiield

studies, fell walking, horticulture and a Biology Society,
as well as his position as Assistant House Master of
Worden.
Mr. Barnes felt that there was a wonderful spirit of
co-operation among the students at Balshaw's, al\'l'd he says
that he has enjoyed teaching at the school, and willl rmiss
both colleagues and pupils very much.
He expressed the hope that new science laboratories
would be developed at Balshaw's, he also looked forward
to a time when definite courses could be set out for the
third year Sixth.
He felt dissatisfied with the widespread and ·
tinctions between arts and science courses, and
it was important that sormething should be done
the gulf betweera them.
Althougki Mr. Barnes is leaving us, In
the Scho@I will( c®ntinue, simce
·
am<d we look forward to remewi
school events. This we are gla
sible since his new p@st as a L
le-Fylde College of Educat
living within reach of the

lld
By John Blundell.

that the loophole is not as open as it seems. Nothing will
make sure of his attendamoe like the reffecti0A that "1is
name is printed on the menu in clear dark blue letter-ing.
There appears to h-ie no reason why these occasions
should not continue on their steady course, as a pleasant
mixture of Scotch brroth, roast l;,eef, apple tart, toasts to the
Queen, and Richard Bafshaw amd so on, the whole affair
being wreathed in comviviality -and remir1iscences. Variety
will come from the different guest speakers. This year, for
example, the Old Girls had the pleasure of seeing again
Miss Rahill, who retire@ as seni@r mistress in 1962. She
recalled her own school days and also the early years spent
at Balshaw's, with some vivid recollections of one tall slim
young man who still teaches here. Comparing the times she
had lived in, she said she felt sympathy for tli"ie pareAts of
young people these days. At the other reunion, Mr. J. E,
Cotterall, Education O
y division, speaking
fast, refused to be dra
·ct @f c:omg>rehensive
education, and told
in a speech full of
good humour
ard the occasion as
just another
unity to think
ho
seems a light
OI
savour at the
when it does
remember, is
art: its ease. In
iet and atter e smoke at a
it was only
fference there
eulogy, kept
7g Johnsonian
may have had
, wghi to keep to
is spent in conversation of

d the bar. It was encouragdy to talk, but the rumours
ece together in a connected
the word
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I
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ss. If it is true, as somer, that a history of the
deed if there is any news
r JDlilpils, I would like to swgvuld become at least as strong
viar-is and thie,ir school as these

annual reunions.
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It's up to you

Henry Jepson Lomax,
Senior Master, 1924-41
It was with deep regret that older ge,
Balshavians and the older members of staff, h
recent death of Mr. Lomax, Senior Master
Science Master for more than a quarter of a ce
who were taught by him and those who w.@rrke
held him in deep respect an·d affection.
Mr. Lomax set high standards iliil c,
and work and woe betide the pupi I wh@ f
to them. Small, always neatly dressed and
digrnity he could terrify the wromgd
eyes h>lazed. Tine old world cou
the girlseven when admini
irng thad" ilihey werre you
respect and regard.
teacher in getting the
the welfare
pupil
after they
scho
help and

A summary of answers to a ques1tionnaire sent tu
Old Balshavia11.1' ,ww at {iJniversity.
By Jackie Beattiie

·

Well, it stands to reason, doesn't it ? You're on your
own now: every problem that arises is yours to solve. Of
course, there are ®ti.terrs mo ask other students who have
had similar experiences, but why ask tr-iem :>-unless you're
really stuck. Part of the fun is in the firndirng out for yourself. So dom't be discouraged if eMerything isn't done for
y_ou-and don't @et upset when things don't always go
right.
You've a j@urme
,u. Wei.I, relax ~ The cases
are packed, everythin
could be done and you're
setting off on part
ney along the road of
life. In a sern_se it'
on your own for the
first time, going tc
things and-we hope
. -emerge in
the passport to a good
job
orld of outside.
ependence affect
you
and enjoy them.
'M
face them.
But

th

accept than you
see:hool. Freedom
ulates interest in
eing apprehensive
, m ¥®LI. But what
k' in night-long
term in h>itter
you need, or to
arnother extreme
budget time and
s enough to worry
to get things into perspective and
priorities,

s
}

uestion of digs. The hardest part
ing in someone else's house Like
a bit of getting used to, but if
ishes and any rules she may make
able amount of co-operation from

nate and have to pay an exorbitant
filthy hovel with children scream Sp
landl..

a r,adlio with two controls-loud and
all costs avoid lengthy arguments with your
·mber she holds the whip hand and can evict
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On ti1t. _;::,er hand don't just accept
it as your bad luck: look around. ind new digs with a landlady whose personality suits you as well as her rent, and
then tactfully tell the old landlady you're leaving. When
seeking accommodation be specific about conditions and
payments, but it's more important not to pretend to be
other than you are.
So you've forgotten your tooth-brush?' your writing
paper? your ... ? Well, you've a grant haven't you? After,
the rent money has been put aside as untouchable it's yours
to do what you like with-so go rash and buy a new toothbruth. Above all, don't sit and mope: other things are much
more deserving of anxiety.
You are alone in a strange town: in a mew li!fie.
Frightening, isn't it? But it's a challenge to be accepted.
If you find the work very hard at first you' re not
one. If it remains very hard then perhaps a word
tutor would help. But however hard you have to
you have to work you must have some relaxatiom,
side interest. And as long as you do somethi
study there is no reason to be lonely. Be
·
get a reputation for yourself through
everywhere. If you're worried a0out g
wrong crowd tliiere's an easy guide the
composed of those students who w,earr

you without warn ing.

fancy or you'll not be able to pay the swbs.-n-0F wowid
you ger much work done. Consider why you are joining:
will you benefit from joining and will the society find
you a useful memh>er ;> Joiming societies pwrely for social
reasons is done but to whose advantage ? Active membershi_p of_ two seems to be the most acceptable, but if youruniversity is run on a <s®llegiate 0asis, then college business
may take up as much time amd effort as regwlar attendance
at a society. Like everything else it's your decision and like
all others it boils down t® a question of priorities. Membership of two societies does not r.meam there is no time for
taking an interest im others but there is always the time
factor to be taken into account.
It appears that working when you can is the most
satisfactory way. This is no
ir not working.
To
work when you can am
time fully is much
more profitable than
Irs a cfay for stucly
and then not f .
mait better way is
there of gettin
in your subject ?
Two or timree e
ing weekends)
is reco
• s you are of
th
s go out dwr.
ned and ' I'm

t the rule. At
ctor.

most off-the-shoulder manner and w

scarves twice as l®n§I as anyone else's.
If you're in a hall of re
loneliness, but the opposite. hi
be to roughly limit work and,
a happy medium is rrea@r.ie•0.
Work

ave found they
e thought that

is no
uld
th
a
t

im :the future
as a means to
o get into the
to make new

After a school week,

us to work.

ably seem stiram§le at fi rrst.
10 and 35 hours comp
ticals per week depend
The rest of the time
But don't think you car
minute. Discussions with fell
tuf0rials are interesting and
thing you get the benefit o
people with something in c

up early and
to put up with
at money conuits and tooth ~ .

when a second-hand bike
are conveniently arranged

whom each probably has his
Private reading round subjec

ssi0le, when you give up
illl thiere's a way I)

0

is esserntial if examnimers arre
the-rrnill stwfif.
Universities realise tma,t all the tin
in study-wh)! else would there be so

.annc
:s.

advice from old hands. Be wary of s •

es:

with reserrve

at first. Don't rush to join
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, - Gia¥ meals and
aper in bwlk-at
• r,er,its send parcels

f.lome

tha

And so the first term has flown by.

Home will probably seem strar-ige-a second home
where one can relax after a hectic term and catch up on
35

work. Whatever happens, don't despair. Parents are l!llil0erstanding people and they will do their best if you do your
bit to make the atmosphere as natural as possible. School
becomes a place to look on with affection, a place where
the little brats are spoiled to a degree. Or perhaps one
looks back with regret at the place where exarrn S\!!JC€ess
and not interest in a subject is the stimulus or passport to
future effort. However, everyone owes school something,
and membership of_ the Old Balshavians etc, can pay s©rrne
of the debt. Old friends never change, nor does one's attitude to themespecially those who like yourself ane aii ~

university. As common factors disappear friends will grow

'I
OR VIEW
Junior Editorial.
By Margaret lfi@yle, 4/7.

apart, but it's still possible and advisable to keep in touch
even during term time.
Back to the bustle, back to exams, back t© a way of
life you are now used to--great, isn't it?
What are you expecting from a
!'>reparation for a career and life? Stiff
harder work ? New friends? Snags ? Di
r.may be founcd: found in a situation that
to you, An acdverntwre. A new life. ~
you face up to it ? What wi ll you m
graduate with a good degree arn·<;J a SO
of life and people?
It's

uw

Al

Junior School makes

a I,

·

,i;1es are very rarely
l!lrse, triey are those
ed upon.
s are expressed
Jl>erfsiaps for this
1'i111Ci>re JJ>enmanent
e more widely
is that the
point of view
mcdeavouririg to

e

t© y@u.

s
i•

can s
- ::s:-1

r

11111

Can you disp
ute it?
"All the rationalising in the world cannot explain or excuse the
fact that a high proportion of Britain's teenage population

~

.

is maudlin, -semi-!li,terate, ancl;. it@ne-d'ed.fi."

fM.ir. fR. Green ~·eviewin.g "•IFrao" 'lb'3/, f/il<fte,r,, lll'etlie!).

Ill

.

4 'J.

ts wandering around the school
taring in wonderment at the
st the buildings and fields 1l
e interesting to discover their
ndeavour to get at the facts
if.irst y,ear a chance to write
r to a number of duplicated
werne clesigned 'to discover just
l!!J€€'esses " had fownd out about

Since these first formers, on the whole, have not ex-
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perienced anything similar to Balshaw's before, they have
obviously met with many new things, some of which they
37

like and others for which they show an obvious distaste.
Academically speaking, they expressed pleasurre at the
variety in the subjects which they do at school. Games are
of course very popular, particularly rugby which, as one boy
put it, 'is nice because you can get dirty ! ' lFhe p@Jl.ll!llation of the school seems to be universally popular, not
only the pupils but surprisingly enough, the stafif ! 5@r.li)e
stated that what they liked most about Balshaw's was ''the
school dinner." Such were the ' likes' of the first f@rrnmerrs,
apart from the precocious youth who said that he liked
the girls!
Although the likes of the first formers se
include quite a wide range of things they did find
things left to grumble about. Most of them seerrn
a strong dislike for Latin-one unwilling student c;1
11
11
it killed the Romans and now it's killing me !
we are now used to the dulcet tones of tine 5€,
appears to be a rude awakening and rather '
to many first formers who expressed gre
·
The fact that they had to change roor.m
and were even expected to go outside
not well liked. First formers thought th
in that there were not enough societi
questiom is dealt with elsewhere in thi
comment mere would! hie supe

detention'' lines

';"ere ,,the rurnners up, olosely followed by
the cane.
All kinds
was alse a popular answer, whilst
one or two displayed a strong dislike for ''writing essays
on things you can't write about.'' We hope we have not, as
yet, had to take the strong measure of " capital punish ment which was one ef the more unusual answers received

The Magaxine
_
The first-formers were then asked what they liked
in the last (or should we say firrst~ rma@azine. "Junior View"
was very popular as werre the cartoons and the questionnaire
II
II
The
off- beat
cover was well! Ii kec;I as was the queer

character ''Sed Sibi.''
Most of the magazine seemed
popular, there seeming to be an arti€le te please everyone.
Perhaps the truest indication as t0 w!.iy some liked the
magazine was the eormrrnernt
boy, who said that the
:

ime
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the

modest

most was seeing his
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Many failed to
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for printin
enougl
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and that too
. Apart from
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in@ly enoug:,,

Although they have not
long, the first- forrr.ners a I rea
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e last maga
ouldn't think
much homeed that they
d that they
zine.'' The
'O, while one
himself for not
the ar
ers we concluded
had not been given enough
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meals and a eifferrent
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typimg.
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The question of
all round. They will hi
they are quite well
popular than the bo
,wrrnrmemts as "bulllie
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reading newspapers.
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no different from anyone else,

Some of the more unusual C
you as if you were not,liiim@,"

ecil

a hair cut.'' We are still wonc
@f tme h>oy wlh© wr@te

lfonishmenlis
l!>etentiom

! This
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the whole was the

punishment apart from one pupil who specific
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iked
:ek's

the first formers hope to go to University
S©n@@I am'Q t.raem

take jeb>s as SGientists,

aeologists. The more unusual jobs (after
missionaries, authors, brain surgeons and
astronomers.
nose who do not want to go to university
would like jobs such as li@rariaros, haireressers, docfo(s and
secretaries. Here also there were the more unusual jobs-a private detective in the lJI .$.~., a mathematical genius, a
z,00 keeper ('of the monkeys') and a dentist, because as
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someone put it, ''I like to see people suffer,'' were some

MR. MIL.LER

of them. Other ambitions were to join the army and to be
a footballer for Blackburn Rovers. One boy was quite certain
what he wanted to be-a bachelor !

By John Baker.
Mr. Miller, who had been a member of the School's
staff ever since the present buildings were opel"led in 1931,
retired at Easter after 34 years service as groundsman.
That our grounds ha:,✓,e so long been a S'owree of pride
to the School is due in no small r.measure to Mr. Miller's
long and loving care. He has set a standard that will not
easily be improved upon and even if he had done nothing
more Balshaw's wowlc;l mav .
. . , ¥ ir-i his cleh>t.
However, in addition
iny tasks involved in
caring f©r the school gro
iller still found, or
made time to coach an
seni0r and junior
hockey. In fact, and for
perha!l)S ought to
point out that he origin
as fsioekey trainer
and not as @roundsr,man.

The Houses
From the general knowledge questions about the
school we found that almost all the first formers knew the
names of the houses but not so many, the correspond in
colours. The identity of the Housemasters seermed
problems for the first formers-nobody knew who
were and we did receive some odd answers. Blundel
Park S. were suggested as housemasters-they get
all the time I Another suggestion was that a cerr
tional 'Mr. Downy' is a housemaster. One indign
asked how on earth he was expected to know !
Most first formers seemed to be acquainted
choice of subjects taken in this school, alt
people appeared to think we study philosophy
Apart from a few ' don't knows ' most of th
meaning of the school motto, if not worrd
boy, however, seemed to think that tine mott
Sibus but Allis" whilst another c ·
II
translation was
Not tonight said
It was pleasing to find that
of the name of our school was
'Richard ' became ' John' and ' He
ever, the question dic;l not go w
Several people thought that the
the first headmaster, whilst two
amswerrs were ''{from the man who built it

Mr. Miller was
done and when M
wrist, he willingly

a needed to be
"1 a fractured
duties as well
ith his own
he first time
s0. Indeed,

haracteristic
his retiring

If there's
nt or need
always be
You only
II

the man who found itJohn Balshaw'' !
as not the

*

j

needed to

We suspect that there wi 11 0e r.na ,
forms higher up the school, who in
have recognised both their own first impr
their present ign@rance. If our efforts hav
no matter how slightly, to a greater awareraess
and their views, then we believe our time ha
spent. After alil, if we were organised on the
basis of one pupil one vote, the view of the
former would carry no more weight than that of
firrst former.
May we, on behalf of the school, offer a sincere

ng with and
came to ask
never turned

o doubt

ntributed to his re·

come to all those who joined the school last Septembe
express the confident hope that their years here wi
hai;,py an·d successfoJI.
If their willimg co-0peration in this survey •s am¼t\lilim@
to go by, we feel that they too are both willing and able to

play their part.
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the

ay in which the
gift was a reliable
of his popularity.
ough he is retiring
when

most

men

ady enjoyed some
rs of retirement his
till splendid and, as
say himself, "there's
of life in the old boy

INTER VIEW WITH

FR·OM A CONifEMPORARY
We continue this series with an. article fro,n; the
latest edition of "The Kirkhamian," the magazine of Kirkham Grammar School an.di once
more we hope that our choice will be taken as
a compliment to the author.

The Escape

By K. Goodwin
It w~s about one o'clock in the morning. All New York
was sleeping except for a certain back-alley. In this alley,
a policeman was chasing a criminal, known as "Skimmy"
Burke. Burke was desperate to get away.
As he rran !:lie
looked for a place to hide. He rounded a corner and saw
a window slightly open. Without hesitating, h
through the confined space. Quickly he picked hi
and hid behind a pillar. He was just in time, forr
second later the policeman went running past.
Burke looked aroun·d him as he was gath
breath. To his surprise he found himself in a roral!I
he was wondering where to hide he lneara a noi
him. l'=le whipped round but all he could see was
tiam Mummy. Could it be possible ?
"Fear not, mortal I I shall hide Y®l!l."
Burke was petrifie•d. We just stood there st
mummy stepped towards l;,irrn.

The Head P

of Worden

and Heau Girl

unty

indary

School
Reported by Colin Damp, 4/5.
As we approached Worden we felt like explorers
venturing imto the unknown, suddenly alone and very
apprehensive about what lay ahead. What would we find in
this building so little known t
alshaviaAs: Seeking
comfort in the fact that tr.le
f t"1is sehool c.ame
from hormes like our own an<"il h,
bly shared the same
Primary Sch0ols, we went boll
m
Unlike the welcoi
eserved for the
explorer, our wel@
'if.kie sr,mart, plate
glass door was
• !Boy, Neil Still,

and he and
smart and w

showed us to a
room where the

inJterview t

Our

y to establish
ke ourselves,
y their a ttiher words, to

"Come with me, and I will hide you

ences between

Ji)urrsuers will never find y©u."
At that moment, Burke hearrcl

compare

proaching the building. The police we
had no arnoice. He followed the mum
floor to a mummy case.
"Yr®l!l will be safe inside here,"
"You don't expect me to go
shrrieked Burke, horrified. "How wil
II ili'here is plenty of air inside,'
Suddenly, Burke heard the Ji)Oli

.

omic History.
but this is not
er, unlike our-

the
entering

A few seconds lat<er the police came in. They
everywhere but found nothing. They were just
leave when one of them tlnougrnt of looking in tl.ie
<case. He wemt over and pulled open the lid. Insid
well-preserved cadaverr. The policeman closed the

joined his companions who were going to search th

bourhood. When they had left, the mummy approachec
the case.
"Don't worry, mortal, you will be safe from ¥01!1r.
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different

if.han at Bal le in addition

ing. He had no choice. Reluctantly he entered
The mummy shut the lid.

pursuers for ever."

the

and the types of educa-

s

jeet,s
l!!IJi>®m t

you ha
have lik
unanimous,

h

!

ek, German or
le list we asked
rilead Girl likes
ing wl ile the Head Boy's
i ess. @,fi e01:Jrse there are sull> , isli,ke, h>l:!lf I shall not dwell
, " we asked! " any subject which
do at Worden that you would
'The answer to this was pretty
lt.kiol!!J@h it is now possible to do

French at Worden this was not the case previously
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In

Yvonne's case, the interest in Fernch is a perrsenal ome in
that she has spent quite some time- in Canada, namely
Quebec and after hearing the language spoken thiere as a
child, would have liked to do it at school. The Head Boy
would like to learn it because he thinks it would be interesting as France is growing in popularity as a place to
spend one's holidays ( the school does have a holiday abroad
each year, this year in Sweden).
Next we cautiously inquired as to whether there is
anything about Balshaw's that made them prefer not be
a pupil here. The reply was that they thought that life at
Balshaw's was much more formal than at Worden.
They
would not have liked this. From this reply we judged that
they must have been happy at Worden, so we asked why.
11
II
The teachers
was the short reply. What about them ?
Well, they were marvellous!
The next question referred to the much-talkedtopic of secondary-school re-organisation. Neither se
to think that reorganisation would be welcomed at
school, either by pupils or by staff. They added tha as
they were leaving shortly it would hardly afifect
11
sena I ly.
If I were a secend former, though, I 'el
said the Head Girl. They agreed, hewe
orrganisatiom was imposed on them,
try to make the best of it. They
prresemt systerm, it was plaim. We co•

Last;y, we wamted to knewi what Books and l!>ar,ers
were popular with them. Authors Graham Green, Flemmingway and Somerset Maugham came high on the list as
II
did the
Daily Express,' " Mail II aAd "Telegrar:,h.11 Television programmes coincided with ours, too, at least as
they were revealed in the Balshavian Enquiry just before
Christmas.
On this note, the interview, which had prQgressed
from the formal to the friendly, ended. We were surprised
to learn that they had been jl!!lst as apprehensive about the
interview as we hadsuch is the barrier between us. We
had penetrated it and found... ourselves. Although this
does not necessarily mean that tffie marrier should be removed
by something as drastic as re0r§amisati0m, for both parties
are entirely satisfied with their own schools, it w0ulcl seem
that there is a strong case for more contact between the
two.

Margaret Hoyle

By Sall
TRI

regory and Miss
and fifth formers

if they would not have preferred to
with those separated from them at l
been sent to Werrden om me
·
an ] ]

avern is) to see

• ld, cannot be
ult of one of
, ns in history,
Naggledaggar).
h had all the
ury) we found
a chapel or a

+ exarm

e would have
anyway. he Head Boy
''one of those things.''
Do they, as politi@I
hensive Education s
inferior in amy way f
think of themselves a

he seats ;tl\iem pews. Some of
was of the open
y, a distracting
-up, costumes,
cing the out-

II

,.

prrise<1! l!JS. It was
yes,
11
It wearrs off af.ter a year or
Boy.
We tmem im<ljl!lir.ed as 1i0 0ut-0f-solm00I aeti-w.ht,i

was there to offer in this field? As
as i!l!J
play Soccer and Basket Ball, Netball,
.ey, Te
Rounders. They had s0cieties Sl!JC@ as
'ramati
Gymnastic, Art and Handicraft societies as wel I
Walkimg and Youth Hostelling traditions. There
<lJl!lite a number of pupils who take
·
tlnie
Edinburgh's Award scheme, and like
·s, t
frequent visits to concerts, operas and
:atre.
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ed clramti<sally

gl

we might have

w@rthy theme of Some -

suitably epitomised by a wooden
ly transplanted into the English
nery was moderately substantial, though during

supererogatory part of some steps swayed,
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wobbled, swayed frantically, and fell with a loud clatter;
and also under ill treatment (a kick) from Lady Macbeth
a stool collapsed. It was unfortunate too, that tine audiemoe
laughed when Banquo returned as a ghost, with his head
covered with tomato sauce (?), to haunt Macbeth; and also
when Macduff came onto the scene carrying Macbeth's
head on the end of his sword.
All this, of course, has been much talked about, but
it should not be allowed to conceal the fact that the performance was more than adequate and more than one
theatre -starved pupi I has been led to ask for more.

Already we imagined ourselves valiantly wielding our
hockey sticks, in defence of the worthy cause, and screech-

" Hands off Balshaw's !"
The trench got deeper and our spirits rose.

" The window poles would be very useful 1 "
Sad was the day when we arrrived at the field of battle to
discover the workmen gone and the trench filled ir:i.
It is

hard to understand, is it not, what made such

enthusiastic supporters desert the cause ?

THE ART OF THE ONE BRISTLE BRUSH
Rarely does it happen that a school initiates a new
art trend and therefore we are particularly proud to be
able to make mention of the pioneer work which is being
done in Balshaw's Art Department.
We refer, of course, to the One Bristle
ment which continues to win new fanatics
The movement, it is reported, began almos
and was certainly not an out<sorrne of any grea
What is apparrent is the very delicate effe
be achieved by this new technique. We
that the Art World in @eneral an@ t,he @.
parrticular will not be slew to give re
·he
technique.
Unfertunately, we hear that th
artists are under constant pressure to
ti0mal style of brush. We €am only r
am original art form appears to be j
terests of a commercial world, unwill
ference in its regular sale ef brrl!lsrries to schools.

• e;r troie rwles and
wing unexpected
the School prethat the staff
regular form of
evenings when
he sight of their
fficient to deter
ts to cope with

OPERATION BALSHAW'S
Now that the opposing force

'

e

sive comfliiest arre formin@ up re
denly seemed to errnerrge iirrom
Teams of work
e<11 e
ceeded to dig a trench across t
this to be the trench from which t
the last their defence of the Grammar

•

re effective.

,they would be ideal for
rticularly for those whose
nsidered by the theatrical

is :

Eagerly we watched the gang as they hacked at the
footpath in front of the school,
"Maybe the next step will be a barrier of barbed wire

and corrogated iron.'
"When will trne sandl h>ags h>e here ? "
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0ey0nd reproach.

ught-How many girls would like the long

ured dresses of the ladies as their standard
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The go-ahead

LIFE
of a NAVAL OFFICER
~

.±tg#±e
legy#E
Photo: Leyland @uarilian.

The Free-Wheelers
By Mary Houghton, 4 /7.
The Free-Wheelers came into existence in February
when they were asked to play at a Sunday School concert.
Their popularity was instantaneous and news of their
success led to several more engagements, incll!Jdi~0rae at
the Puh>lic lrlall at lleyland, and another at the school Sixth
Form Society's " Ad lib evening."
If asked to explain their poi;iularity fheM af:fiirn~ r,~
it is probably due to ti-le fact that they have left behind
the current pop field for the less well-known folk-singing]
trend. As yet, their repertoire is limited but most of what]
they do they do extr.emely well.
lihe commbination of two guitars played by Peter
Jones (bass and lead accompanirrnent) and Frank Crowe
( rhythm), who also plays the harmonica occasionally, and
banjo played by Dave Lawrie, completed by Margaret
Hoyle's tambourine produces a pleasarnt and rather unusual
sound. Margaret is also the lead v0calist. In the lively
numbers she uses her tambourine while Dave takes the
main lead.
All of them are fans of Bob Dylon, Pete Seegier, Ref.er
Paul and Mary, thle Campbells and Donovan, an'd it is from
such people that they have derrived most of their songs,
which, however, they always arrange themselves. Each of
them regards their school as of prime importance and hopes
to complete a course in the Sixth Form. Their skifflle arn<rl
folk group is, of course, just a hobh>y.
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H
You can enter for a permanent commission in any one of the
many branches of the Royal Navy. These include: Seaman, Fleet
Air Arm, Engineering, Supply and Secretariat, and Royal

,

Marines. Short service commissions are also
available. For full particulars, write to:
s

Officer Entry Section, FSM/21, Royal Naval Careers
Service, State lilousc, l,ligh Holbor.n. l.ondoo, \V.C. t.

E-

ASH MORE'S
Television Service
TV RENTAL
Sound amplification and Closed Circuit
Television For Hire

353 LEYLAND LANE
Seven Stars
Telephone 22067

OXFAM
' A fund for famished @xes.'
'Quite a good causefor starving people in Africa.'
'Something to do with famine reUef.'
'We pay for the education of a £@uth African boy.'
'Yes we give a sfuilllin§ a r;ra®mtolil.'
' Don't some forms collect ? I seerm itG have seen a list
s@rmewherre.'
'I'm a bit dubious about charities, but I don't know
about @xfalim.'
'Afiter all, how much do the starving people actually
get? I
'Wiasn't it
Oxford ?'

' I kr

in Preston.'

'Shor

it.'

' irhi

11 •ciJiffrereAt thiAgs-

'We

box back yet !

V39. f7/ J

.

~

itenmJ.

Fer all your

TELEVISIO

om 6 ft, by 6 ft.?
room ?

[ r,i a room

squeeze for one ?
111111

2

banon and Korea.
Jong Hi and

MAIN AGENTS
FOR

ALL

THE

LEADING

MANUFACTURERS

BRANOH Air

56 HOUGH LANE, LEYLA
ND
L.NNCS.

F-

©®rn

usework when you were only
do in these c:: :ountries.
the word ' SGme ') of ws r-iave
Gr. it11'ese chi ldlren.

But some

ed to forget--to put it mildly.
remembered, or perhaps more precisely,
t,lni0se who remembered and were prepared to do something

about it contributed a total of £30 9s. 8d. during the
Spring Term. ''Non sibi sed al,iis."
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A Nice Cup of Tea
By Susan Rose, 2L/2
. Johnnie's mother wasn't feeling well, and had gone
to lie down on her bed for a few minutes. When she had
gone Johnnie was quite pleased because now he could slnow
what a nice, helpful boy he was at the age of three.
Off he toddled into the kitchen to make his mother
a cup of tea. Now, first things first, he thought to himself.
So over to the cupboard he went to get the cup and saucer.
The cupboard however was too high for him to reach, so
he jumped up and down trying to grab what he nee€1ed.
At last, he succeeded in bringing down four cups, five
saucers and three plates which all lay on the floor in minute
pieces, and a large mug which miraculously stayed in one
piece.
Right! He had the cup. Now he needed a spoom, rrnilk,
tea, sugar and boiling water. Johnnie knew all about the
boiling water because he had often watched his mother
prepare tea. He picked up the kettle amd stuck
the tap into the spout. When the kettle was foill
tine kettle away nearly dragging the tap out c
and switched on.
Whilst' the water was boiling he
and took out a spoon which happened
although he thought it was the right one :
Johnnie was ornly three, so how
was sour or not? This 00ttle tkiat m
milk which had been left for five da
top off and tipped up the l\l0ttle
" Hmph," he thought, " Mummy's lil'il
maybe it's a new kind,'' so he took
some milk and mashed it Wji) in tl.e
Now the water was boil irnqi a
poured water into the mug. The sou
top but Johnnie didn't seem to motic
in five tablespoons of sugar and four o
he stirred it up. There ! Wasn't he a cleve
macrle mummy a lovely cup of tea.
Up the stairs irnt0 his mother's bedroom h
the mug. "Me brought mummy a cup of tea, a
a clever boy,'' he said and smiled happily.
His mother also smiled happily--until she saw th
li'here was a mixture of tea, and sour milk floating
of a verry sweet, white liquid.
And slowly, sip by sip, without the slightest sig
the tea was other than perfect, she drained the cu
said " liirnamk you, Johnnie," but, secretly, she vowe
in future she would be ill only when fokmmie was out,
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"HOW IT REllill' NIPP

''

From an article submit,tecf b~ Judit-h Gr.imshaw IA

Something on the roof was attracting the attention
of the people down bel@w. Tardy Ga,te had never been. so
crowded at this time in 1me rrnomirag. Everyone was staring
up at the roof of the Pleasamt Retreat 1-=iotel but only those
on the top deck of tme 1@9 cwwld really see the round metal
cylinder which lay precariously against the chimney stack
at the rear.
What could it be
asrn't really like an aircraft,
buti it had definitely c
m from the sky. It hadn't
really crashed: there w.
ely a slate out of place.
As they watched an
i ng appeared in the side and
the figure who stei;iped
·
,·a,tely ic;lentified as
an astronaut. Leaning ove
roof, he addressed
tr-ie crowd below. Howe
was s@ strange
that most people imm
that he was a
Russian.
iliiPl
after a brief word
with
crowd and said:
f We - "1ave
- that - we
have come
there was
idst came
ay through
escape and
e sergeant,
along with
shall - come

first attend
ready they climbed slowly
quickly escorted into the
1e people of Tardy Gate
were some photographs
0grammes

appeared

on

come from Mars had
whtr:iess

and no

le.
le the Pleasant Retreat Hotel had
emtf. It ma·a taken them unawares,

the past.
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CROCUS
7Jihe Edirors r:egret the absence

By Susan Goodman, 1 B.
Crocus, Crocus you are beautiful,
He who made you must be wonderful !
Petals soft and light, lavender, gold and pure white.
With tiny sword in hand, you are indeed a sturd;y siglllt.

uf game.-: reports but as these
have not yet been received it has

not been
t!J?em.

possible to

include

COURAGE
By Dunn M. J. 2L/2.
The big top was a seething mass of flame.
tongues shot upwards to where he was balaneira
high wire. And, above the crackle of the flames
harsh growling of the lions. The consequences
were only too apparent.
Now the lions were out of their cages
ing angrily inside the ring of flames. T
down his face as he e<rlged along
·
swirled, l;,lindingi him. lihere w
!Deen devourred by the fire.

,.

..

circus tent flapped. Pieces
suddenly he stumblectl, his
recovered just in time to
almost certain death belo
lactl€1err im 1iir,ne ? ~e 1001<.e@
of the snarling lions. He
trainer had called her. He
not afford a mistake now.
and skill,

He kept wondering,
ladder ? He coughed as he
the smoke. His throat w
He had a good head fo

e came from a
an expedition ?''
is precisely what
ersity did After

him tremble.
'tvlhem me was almo
came hurtling towa
moved forward. The

e three members

Beatty and A,

As
shout '
away !"
himself th
u

t
Ip
au

I.

e Middle East to
in Iraq, Jordan,

imehes. At last, me s
he was or
e

ol

stuntman, why ctlid he sti I
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, etc0wr ifhrowgh Damascus and
GI at Bagihdad in Iraq, which
th. They thought the Hanging
Gar
iteresting glorified pile of mud
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l'

j
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bricks," though Samarra with its golden mosque and spiral
minaret was more interesting From here it did not seem
far across the desert to a flood relief canal so they set off.
Unfortunately the Land Rover got stuck in the middle of a
sand-dune. Attempts to free it before nightfall failed and
they were preparing to spend the night in the car when
they were disturbed by three armed Arabs who made polite
conversation for nearly 2 hours. Next morning the Land
Rover was freed and they returned safely to Baghdad.
Leaving Iraq they next travelled to Jordan, staying at
Amman. The great sights of Jordan are to be found in the
South. They saw Petra, an entire city carved out of sandstone; and drive through the desert to the police fort,
where rode both the real and the fi I med ''Lawrence of
Arabia."
Here they drank Arab coffee below soaring
thousand- foot cliffs,
The expedition then sailed from Beirut to Alexandria
in Egypt. At Kharza they saw the four thousand years old
Temple of Hepus, the Roman springs at Baris and the
"Village of the Dead" with its biblical paintings and

Parents' Associat1ionf !'Jlli,ron-e1c

mumified bodies.
With Alexandria as a base they inspected various lame
reclamation projects ''learning a great deal about irrigation in general, and Egyptian irrigation in particular."
In Cairo they saw the Citadel, and the MoharmmeCJI ~li
Mosque which they found very awe- inspiring. On the way
back to the camp-site their camera was stolen. The thief
was soon caught but they had to spend the rest of the day
as reluctant witnesses to his ill-treatment at the hands of
the police.

The Headmaster of Preston Grammar School, Mr. 'fB. !J..

Moody (Third from the left in the photograph), was the principa
l
guest at the Annual Dinner which was heldon Friday, 2nd April,
at the Royal Oak Hotel, Chorley. Also in the photograph are
(left to right) Miss Doherty, Mr.'
Bleasdale and Mrs. Hargreaves,

the Association's Treasurer.

The road to Aswan runs along the Nile valley and the
river was in floo:::I at that time. At their camps along
the road they always found two police guards plus ancient
shotguns to keep watch over therrn. They found the Aswan
dam disappointing-it was not as sµ>e€tacwlarr as t!Jiel;J Iii~
been led to believe. At Luxor they explored the ancient
city of Thebes with its temples and undergr@um<rl t@lililJ2sthe Valley of Kings and the Valley of Oueens.
They returned to Cairo for the last time and were soon
sailing from Alexandria to Beirut. Staying at JJerri!Js-aler,m

they visited Bethlehem and its Church of the N,
·ity.
lsrael they found an expensive country after the
eap
living of the Arab states.
At last it was time to leave Asia and begin
ward trek. They sailed from Haifa to lstammwl ame Glr@l!t.e

through Europe to England. Back in England the Land

Rover was searched twice within an hour of landingfirst
by customs, and then by the police in connection with a
bank robbery at Dover. Needless to say they found neither
contraband nor bankinotes !
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is force x immovable and stubborn.
When a tin of paint needs opening will it open ? No !
This is too much to expect of force x, to actually let us
open a tin of paint without a struggle. So what do we 00 P
We insert a spoon under the lip of the lid, and slowly press
the lid open. Force x is annoyed at this and so attacks the
spoon and makes it bend. Force x acts against your nail
in this same way, when you are trying to pull a drawing pin
out of the notice board, and when you are slowly succeeding force x breaks your nail.
The only way force x helps us is when the next time
another tin or paint needs to be opened, and tme bent spoon
Is used, torce x straightens it !

Escaped
By Glenys Higham ll/2
Two tramps were sitting together on a park bench in
New York. One was reading tloie "@aily Ecm@
while time
other talked about various things. ''What's the gossip ?
he asked, indicating the paper. ''Oh, nothing much 'Ere
look in that tree ! A budgie ! There's one missing in 'ere,'
he tapped the paper,
do'you tlmirmk tl;;,at . . . P " his v@iG:e
trailed off.
His frien@ was already at the tree callirn@
Pretty Bird" over and over again. The bird just l@@kec;l
at him, then nonchalantly flew away.
11

11

11

11

(It

uny persan

lu,s

any guou 1ci,as

about f0rce .x, please

w,;ite

t down on a piece oy paper ad give it to me, Jean rrescott,
jm, fhe best ones wau be cnosen and printed in the next edition

~, ,ne

maga:z.ine).

It ~as lunch-time at the Brit
sador was having luncm in his •
Look, sir, I believe there
ledge!" said the secretar
right, Calder,
the a ,
escaped, advertised ·
The secretary dive
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the bird flew away.

v
it be eaten in
tlie orm room as this encourages mi «e.
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e ambas-

all street notices, sh;s, buses etc. used a strange alphabet.
Somewhat sl,:;w .:,n the uptake, it dawned upon me
presently that I ias seen all these letters long ago in my
student days at Cambridge, for Mathematics lecturers find

NIGHT
By Glenys Higham 2L/2

The night steals noiselessly down streets and back
alleys leaving only darkness to prove it was there. Here and
there the darkness is sliced by a moonbeam like a long
silver knife. No other lamps are to be seen, the only light
is from the moon.
At the docks the giant cranes sand idle, dark skeletons, huge and sad. The warehouses are like boxes filled
with darkness, where not even rats or mice dare penetrate.
The boats creaking and swaying on the nervous sea are the
only things that break the silence, apart from the occasioraa!
roar of a car before it too fades away into the darkness.
The town sleeps. The gaping doorways an::! vacant
windows stare sightlessly into the night. The streets, so
crowded in the day, are deserted now as soft- footed the
night tiptoes through. All curtains are drawn tight against
the darkness. Everyone is asleep. The night watchmen doze
dreaming of home and bed. The horses and cattle stand.
heads bowed beneath the trees, as though in silent prayer.
Nothing stirs. Not even the owls and bats are moving
now. There is no sign of life. People sleep with no thought
of tomorrow, for sleeping minds tomorr©w does not exist.
In silent homes clocks record the passing minutes which
foretell the dawn, when once more there will be things to
do and life will return.

••
By B. L. Wilkinson.
I went to Greece at Easter primarily as
per and, indeed, the weather was a perfect
whole 1 8 days I was there.
Arriving at Athens Airport I h
Hotel,' I said. I had selected this h
simply because it was easy to pronc
so many times in Fourth Form Trigonc
The taxi-driver, however, did not I
I tried again, stressing first one syllable
"Ha, Alfa !
he exclaimed. It sound
I had said it at first but my non-exist
iry
reduced me t® silence.
A magnificent six- lane coastal road co
ie
Airport with the city, and in the intervals whdriver was not overtaking by weaving alarming
ne
to lane without signalling, I n0ted whth serme
at
11
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the 52 letters of our own alphabet (including capitals) not
at all sufficent for their needs.
The des ti nations of some of the buses f
me.
SMYPNH" for instance, and "@HMl,,MPI@$.''
as
a triangle and the S was a Sigma). I @uessec;l
at
it was going to take me considerable time to
to
the bus routes.
I was fortunate to get a single room at the Alfa
Hotel for 30 shillings per day, for the rooms included a
second room as private bathroom, complete with shower,
telephone etc.
Safely installed, my first
into
any new city is to find a highluscious patisserie in the wi
Floca's with the aid of a mar
t
Bureau. Tea and vanilla slice
•
my existence, forr after hour
nothing
·
ie lrilke the si

11

boureke
or

by shoe- blacks of al I ages. There must be more shoe-blacks

in Athens than in the rest of Europe put toge'her, and they
see to it that Athenians are kept up to the mark. As I
spent all my day out of doors on dusty sights such as the
Acropolis, my shoes were rarely clean and I was pestered
all day long. One boy, in exasperation at my continued
refusal, shouted after me (in English) "Your shoes are
b-y terrible, mister I "
The shoeblacks provided the polish. Who provided the
spit? One of the most extraordinary things about Athens
is that in spite of its lovely sunshine, nearly every man
feels the urge at regular intervals to clear his throat and
aim for a suitable empty space in the gutters. Or else they
would sneeze. Every time I heard a man near me clear his
throat I leapt smartly out of range.
After the spitters and the polishers, the thing which
impressed me about Athens was the exciteabi I ity of the
people (they were constantly arguing), and the traffric !
Everybody hoots at each other, and the driver who makes
most progress is the one who makes most noise.
At the main crossings, pedestrians as well as
,
are controlled by lights. When the lights change,
trians are urged across by police whistles and ' '
to see what happens when the I ights ch
Cars leap forward to mow down the strag
to safety by the width of a trouser leg.
an old man glare after a motoris
assume to be the choicest words
Thie Greek Orthodox Churc
later than ours, and it puts on q
day evening as I journeyed from
seen on a day's sea cr.uise) th
thousands of people holding ligh
self the erowds of candle-bear
traff,ic was blocked and I rnad
midnight there were banners, ik
On Easter Saturday it was a
carrying whole carcasses of lam
villages on my way to Cape So
coast). Men got on the bus car
a fiew miles further on.

The reason became clear

Easter Sunday went to Delphi
a journey of l lQ riles whic
partly by buses,
Theb
the snow-clad
'arnassus.
through was gai!
d out in
(in red) and ca
llarmlD were s
in the market place. Girls in national
Q(i!

its
'@Y

~ free red Easter egg to any stranger they saw, s®
in for quite a few I

I

came

At Levadia an extraordinary sigiht greeted me.
Ir
place, twelve carcasses were being roasted on
spits, slowly turning. Those carcasses which were cooked

the market

were hauled on to a platform and cut up by means of
hatchets and swords. Thousands of people held up their
hands in supplication for a piece of meat.
l?>e@p>le we11e
standing all around me, eating meat with their bare hands,
the grease dripping on to the ground. To me it was a
revolting sight.
Presently a pretty girl in national costume, noticing
that I wasn't eating, procured me a piece of rrnea,t. I hadn't
the heart to refuse. I pretended to look thankful, but when
she turned her back to me I accidentally dropped it ©liil
the floor.
From there to Delphi, im everr1;1 vi,/
I
se@I, I saw
lambs being roasted Oliil spits and peopl
king wine
and dancing in the streets. This went o
eed
I saw many celebrations late on into
ral
strangers came up t® me offering t
·r
egg against one of mine-as a r
claimed one Greek as he saw my
such a proceeding.
It only remains fo
the famous Oracl
it is• first neces
0

he said nothing and gave me a ticket for Daphni. Apparently he didn't bother to change the indicator as the bus
plied between Daphni and the opposite end of the city.

One of my most amusing moments in Athens was
when four long-haired British youths asked me the way to
the Acropolis. Presently I became aware that a crowd had
gathered round and were laughing their heads off. One of
the youths asked me why they were laughing. I said that
these people had never seen men with long hair. I could
have added that if they persisted in travelling about Europe
looking completely subhuman they must expect to be
ridiculed.
One should not, of course, go all the way to Greece
without visiting some of the islands. My method was to
walk along the quayside at Piraeus and select a boat, mixing
with the Greeks, though no doubt the best way is to go om
a properly organised cruise.
My first cruise was not particularly successful.
Ir
spite of the brilliantly sunny weather, the sea was, to my
astonishment, rather rough and the cabin was soon filled
with the groans and smells of prostrate Greeksnot a
pretty sight. I went to the upper deck but there it was
wet and uncomfortable in the wind. Alt@@etl<ierr I spent ar
agonising three hours before I landed on the island ot
Hydra.
Here the light was so blinding that I just
see. I was compelled to buy a pair of su1n1glasses, a
ever

then it took me some time to get accustomed to the PY!
liant white and blue of the houses. Hydra really is @l ~earutii ful place and it is no wonder that two hundred artists have
made it their home. Film companies, too, go there on
location.
I explored the interior of Greece fairly thoro
mainly by long_distance buses. Apart fror ©l
!ho
!Damassus amd Souniom, I visited Corinth, Mycenae,
rus, Sparta, Marathon and Nauplia. The most
tsta
impressions were the two-thousand years olc
theatre at Epiclawrus with its astonished acou
perties, and the excavatioms at Mycenae where
of a civilisation of three thousands years ago are
up. The finds are astonishing and reveal a high

intellectual and scientific thought.
Next year I hope to revisit Greece in order to explore
many more of the islands.
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We wish to thank our advertisers for their swpp@IJ.l>
am! h@pe that our readers will 1iesp0ni/li by patronising
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